U.S.S. Pendragon
10309.06

Where Brave Men Go to Die  pt 1

Guest starring:
 Chris as EO_Lex.
Ens_John as MO_Ens_Lingn  

Host XO_Rofax says:
The Pendragon has been granted a daunting task to say the least.  We must make all efforts to maintain the Prime Directive and remove any compromising evidence in the process.  We will prepare multiple Away Teams to retrieve the evidence and Starfleet personnel on the surface.

Host XO_Rofax says:
I anticipate the observation team will object to being removed from the planet, but we will plan on such until we can confirm their safety will not be jeopardized by continuing their efforts.

Host Cat says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Where Brave Men Go to Die.....>>>>>>>>

Host Cat says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host XO_Rofax says:
::seated in the center chair, oblivious to the beeping::

EO_Lex says:
::in engineering adjusting the Plasma Injectors::

CSO_Toms says:
::standing on the bridge, at SCI 1, rubbing his temples from the pain::

CNS_Luchena says:
::on the bridge feeling uneasy::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::at her station mumbling something about the voices and wishing they would stop::

CNS_Luchena says:
OPS:  What was that?

CMO_Shiar says:
:: curled up in corner of quarters rocking back and forth muttering::  SELF: too many, too many voices

FCO_Jokeg says:
::at Flight Ops::XO: On course for Deppa sir.

CTO_Hull says:
XO:  Commander, now going to Yellow Alert

Host XO_Rofax says:
FCO: Very good.  ETA?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::snaps at the CNS:: CNS: What was what?

Host XO_Rofax says:
CTO: Acknowledged.  Are your Teams ready?

CMO_Shiar says:
<Dr. Nick>*CNS*: there's an emergency in Dr. Shiar's quarters.

FCO_Jokeg says:
XO: Time to destination 7 minutes present speed.

CNS_Luchena says:
OPS:  What you said.  ::looks concerned::

CTO_Hull says:
XO:  They are gathering their equipment, meeting in Transporter Rooms 1 2 and 3

EO_Lex says:
::stops to pull her blonde hair back up into a braid::

Host XO_Rofax says:
FCO: Noted.

CNS_Luchena says:
*Dr. Nick*:  On my way.  ::waits for Pettigrove to explain::

CMO_Shiar says:
< Dr. Nick> :: stands watching Shiar::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::tries to focus on her work:: XO:  All non-essential systems are powered down and guest quarters assigned for the observation teams.

CTO_Hull says:
OPS:  Mr. Pettigrove, take the ship to Yellow Alert if you please

FCO_Jokeg says:
::had to adjust the seat to allow for his 6`4 frame::

CNS_Luchena says:
::gives Jordan a curious glance as he leaves the bridge::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::initiates yellow alert:: CTO: Yellow alert initiated.

EO_Lex says:
::rolls her sleeves up again and digs back into the Port Injector::

Host XO_Rofax says:
OPS: Very good, let's hope it doesn't come to that.  Alert the Away Teams, you are with Cmdr Luchena.

CNS_Luchena says:
::overhears that as he steps into the TL::

CSO_Toms says:
::looking over data recently passed over from the Observation team..... trying to ascertain more about what may need cleaning up::

CNS_Luchena says:
TL: Deck three.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::nods:: XO: Aye, Sir. ::alerts the ATs::

FCO_Jokeg says:
::watches his instruments and the nav data::

CTO_Hull says:
<Tac1, Tac2>  Report to transporter rooms, prepare to beam down

CNS_Luchena says:
::sprints down the hall towards Shiar's quarters::

CNS_Luchena says:
::finds the door open and rushes in::  Dr. Nick:  What's happening?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
*CMO/CTO/CNS*:  Doctor, Counselor, Lt Hull please report to Transporter Room 1 for AT Mission, Team 1.

CMO_Shiar says:
<Dr. Nick> :: points at Shiar:: CNS: he's been like that for a while now.

CTO_Hull says:
<Tac1, Tac2> *CTO* Aye Sir, we are ready

EO_Lex says:
::finally pulls out the gunk stuck in there, is surprised to see what appears to be donut remains from a previous CO::

CMO_Shiar says:
:: still rocking:: Self: too many voices, too many

CNS_Luchena says:
::hears the comm and sits down beside Shiar::  Kaleh.  What voices?

Host Cat says:
Action: The EO's hand gets stuck in the injector.

FCO_Jokeg says:
XO: Sir, we are approaching the system.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::closes her eyes trying to get the voices out of her head::

EO_Lex says:
::curses like a sailor::

Host XO_Rofax says:
FCO: Slow to impulse, establish high orbit, please.

CSO_Toms says:
::shakes head, squints and tries to get focused on his job, but its just not working

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks up at Dr. Nick::  Dr. Nick:  Would it hurt to give him an inhibitor?

CTO_Hull says:
::Logs out of his console, heads for the TL::

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
::goes to transporter room::

FCO_Jokeg says:
::drops the ship out of warp, taking the ship into a high geosync orbit::

CMO_Shiar says:
<Dr. Nick> CNS: we could for now  :: administers the inhibitor::

CNS_Luchena says:
*OPS*:  I'll be there momentarily.

EO_Lex says:
::calls for one of the other EO's to come give her a hand::

CNS_Luchena says:
::waits by Shiar to see if it helps::

FCO_Jokeg says:
XO: Sir we are in high orbit.

Host Cat says:
Action: The other EO claps.

CMO_Shiar says:
Self:: too many, too... they're gone!

CTO_Hull says:
::Exits the TL  for Transporter Room 1, is handed his AT equipment by one of his Tac Officers::

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: hey

Host Cat says:
Action: After a lot of pulling and cursing, the EO is able to get her delicate little hand out.

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  Are you all right?

Host XO_Rofax says:
FCO: Very good, report to TR2 when your relief arrives.

EO_Lex says:
::rolls eyes at the other EO thinking "He'll be lucky if he gets that date now"::

CSO_Toms says:
::starts performing scans of the planet surface, gathering data::

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
CTO:I'M here.

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: fine

OPS_Pettigrove says:
*CNS*: Is there a problem Counselor?

CNS_Luchena says:
*OPS*:  Just determining that, Jordan.

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
::steps on the transporter pad::

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  You've been called to away team duty.  Are you up to it?

FCO_Jokeg says:
::gets up when his backup arrives, step into the TL::TL: Transporter Room 2.

CMO_Shiar says:
<Dr. Nick> CNS: you will be able to help him right?

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: sure

EO_Lex says:
::wipes her hands off on the "wise guy"::  EO_Wise: If you'll excuse me I need to report to the First Officer.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::is starting to go crazy with the voices being in her had all the time::

FCO_Jokeg says:
::reaches behind his back to check for the knife that he knows is there::

CNS_Luchena says:
Dr. Nick:  Give me some more doses of that inhibitor to take.

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  Are you quite sure?  ::looks at Shiar closely::

CMO_Shiar says:
<Dr. Nick> :: hands them over::

Host XO_Rofax says:
OPS: Attempt to contact the Observation Team, text only.  Try to hide the message in the lower frequencies.

CNS_Luchena says:
::takes them::

CMO_Shiar says:
Dr. Nick: hand me a few bottle of Romulan Ale and I’ll be set

CMO_Shiar says:
<Dr. Nick> :: shakes head::

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: shall we?

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  Yes.  You are all right.  Come on.  ::leaves Shiar's quarters::

FCO_Jokeg says:
::step off the TL and heads down the corridor, walking into TR 2::

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
CTO:I'm ready to serve and shoot.

CMO_Shiar says:
:: follows Luchena::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::swallows:: XO:  I'll try Sir .... ::contacts the observation team in text only using the lowest frequency she can find::

CSO_Toms says:
XO: Sir, Initial scans show that the planet is very highly advanced. I believe they would notice us transporting down to the surface

EO_Lex says:
::arrives at the XO's side::  XO: Ensign Lex reporting for duty Commander

CNS_Luchena says:
::waits at the turbolift::  CMO:  These voices.  They were from outside of you?

CMO_Shiar says:
<Dr. Nick> :: heads for sickbay::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
XO: Message sent, Commander.  If you'll excuse me, I need to get to the transporter room.  ::bolts for the turbolift::

FCO_Jokeg says:
::opens the locker, grabbing tricorders and hand phasers for the rest of the team::

Host XO_Rofax says:
CSO: I thought they were pre-warp?  ::mumbles something::  Can you determine if we can hide the energy signature?

EO_Lex says:
::Watches as the Ops Officer bolts by::

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: I think so. it was quiet, then there were all these voices... hundreds

CNS_Luchena says:
::steps into the TL::

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  Could you make out what they were saying?

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: no

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::leans against the TL wall yelling for the voices to stop::

CTO_Hull says:
XO:  If they are a warp-enabled culture, I would suggest hiding the ship behind the planet's moon after beaming.....

CSO_Toms says:
XO: They are pre-warp, but they are close to space flight, and it seems they are more advanced in some other areas. I’m working on the masking problem.

CNS_Luchena says:
::exits the TL::  CMO:  If they break through again let me know immediately.

Host XO_Rofax says:
CTO: Noted, I believe we are secure here.

EO_Lex says:
::heads to the Engineering station on the bridge having never seen one before::

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: that I will

FCO_Jokeg says:
::waits for the others::

CMO_Shiar says:
:: keeps following::

Host XO_Rofax says:
CSO: Let me know when you have an answer.... otherwise retrieving our personnel and equipment will be rather difficult.

CNS_Luchena says:
::arrives in the transporter room::

CTO_Hull says:
Himself: Typical...hurry up and wait.

CNS_Luchena says:
::sees Hull and nods::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::composes herself and exits the Turbolift heading for the transporter room::

CSO_Toms says:
XO: Aye sir. ::Digs into his work, still trying to ignore the background noise::

Host XO_Rofax says:
CTO: Any chance we can disrupt their detection capabilities with a disturbance to the upper atmosphere?

CTO_Hull says:
CNS:  Ah!  Counselor, good to have you with us

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
::paces in transporter room::

EO_Lex says:
::wishes she had access for this console::

CMO_Shiar says:
:: is in the TR::

CNS_Luchena says:
::equips himself and Shiar::

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: thanks

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  You sure you are all right?  ::thinks he's too quiet::

FCO_Jokeg says:
::hands the MO a phaser::MO: Here...

OPS_Pettigrove says:
<OPS_Mike> XO:  Sir!  I'm picking up news broadcasts from the surface.  They are reporting the sighting of a UFO which roughly corresponds to our position ....

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: I heard that

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  You heard what?  My thought?

Host XO_Rofax says:
FCO: Take us out of orbit....

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
CTO:Lets site to everyone to the surface!

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: no, I’m just messing

FCO_Jokeg says:
<FCO>::takes the ship out of orbit::

CSO_Toms says:
XO: Sir, I believe we could use the polar radiation to mask the transporter signature. Settings are ready now.

EO_Lex says:
::begins absent-mindedly whistling::

CNS_Luchena says:
::gives Shiar a worried look::  CTO:  What other equipment do we need?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::enters the transporter room::

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
::ready to go::

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: hey, how you doing?

FCO_Jokeg says:
::wondering what is going on::

CTO_Hull says:
XO:  I recommend hiding the ship behind the planet’s moon

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::can hear his thoughts as well as the thoughts of everyone else on this tub:: CMO: Oh, I'm doing just fine ...

Host XO_Rofax says:
FCO: You heard him... make us disappear.

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: you look... overwhelmed

Host Cat says:
Action: The Away Teams prepare to beam down to a planet where they may or may not blend in...but they'll certainly have a good time anyway.

CTO_Hull says:
::Looks over at the CNS and raises his eye brows::

FCO_Jokeg says:
<FCO>XO: Aye sir ::maneuvers the ship behind the planet's moon::

CTO_Hull says:
CNS:  The Pend never does anything simple 

Host XO_Rofax says:
CSO: Were they detected?

EO_Lex says:
::stands beside the XO on the TL::

CNS_Luchena says:
CTO:  What would be the fun in that. ::winks::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CNS: Just out of curiosity ... just how close to the inhabitants do we look? Are you sure they won't know we are "aliens" ...

FCO_Jokeg says:
*XO*: Do we know what this civilization looks like?

CTO_Hull says:
XO:  Sir, I think it would be possible to reconfigure a class 1 probe to appear as a planetary satellite and orbit the planet and we can gain intelligence while we are masked by the moon

CNS_Luchena says:
OPS:  Ummm... right.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
*XO*:  Pettigrove to Bridge.  Just a thought, Sir, but can we get a look at what the inhabitants look like?

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: so, how long is it going to take to cure me?

FCO_Jokeg says:
::goes to the computer::Computer: I need images of the inhabitants of Deppa.

CSO_Toms says:
::shakes head again, wishing these pains in his head would go away::

Host XO_Rofax says:
*FCO* They are humanoid.... we should avoid all contact if possible.  Locate the Observation Team's post and discover where out missing pilot might be.

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  It's supposed to "wear off" from what I understand, but I can't say how long.

FCO_Jokeg says:
*XO*: Well I need to report to Medical, seeing I am Klingon.

CNS_Luchena says:
CMO:  I might be able to teach you to block it somehow, but in the meantime keep yourself drugged.  ::grins::

Host XO_Rofax says:
CTO: If you can mask it so they cannot detect the probe, otherwise, best not to risk it.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::leaning against the transporter console ... trying desperately to block the voices out ...

CMO_Shiar says:
FCO: we might get lucky, it could be Halloween

Host Cat says:
Action: The FCO gets the coordinates and finds out the pilot is in  a heavily guarded military hospital.

EO_Lex says:
::yawns and fixes her pony tail::

Host Cat says:
Action: The shuttle is 5000 meters away in an underground bunker.

CNS_Luchena says:
::sees Jordan::  CMO:  Would an inhibitor help Jordan as well?  ::holds out a hypospray::

FCO_Jokeg says:
::heads to medical to get a quick makeover, then reports back to TR2::

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
::plays with ears::

CMO_Shiar says:
CNS: why not

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::mentally pleads for the voices to stop::

FCO_Jokeg says:
<FCO>XO: Sir I have the coordinates to the pilot, and the shuttle.

CNS_Luchena says:
::hands Shiar one of the hyposprays Dr. Nick gave him::

CMO_Shiar says:
:: puts a hat on::

CTO_Hull says:
XO:  Commander, we can record a present satellite's signature that is in orbit and have the probe broadcast that energy signature while we gain valuable information, I think it is worth the risk 

Host Cat says:
Action: the MO's ears fall off. His mama warned him that if he kept playing with them........

CMO_Shiar says:
:: administers the inhibitor to Jordan::

Host XO_Rofax says:
FCO_Bob: Very good.  Relay the information to Team A.... we will be leaving for the Shuttle soon

CNS_Luchena says:
OPS:  This might help.  ::smiles encouragingly::

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: this should help, it helped me

FCO_Jokeg says:
<FCO>::relays the data to Team A::

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
ALL:AH My ears fell off!!

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::suddenly finds the voices are gone and smiles:: CMO:  What was that?

CSO_Toms says:
::hears a pleading in his head.... swishes it would go away::

Host XO_Rofax says:
CTO: Do it.  Program the probe to self-destruct at the first sign on detection.

FCO_Jokeg says:
::enters TR2::I hate this disguise...

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks at the MO and chuckles::

EO_Lex says:
::looks at the MO:: MO: Oh stop whining like a baby.  Try getting your hand stuck in a plasma injector some time.

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
::wishes andorian physiology was different::

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: it was a telepathic inhibitor. unfortunately we've become telepaths

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CMO:  Telepaths?  How?

CTO_Hull says:
XO:  Aye Sir ::heads over to the console in the TR.  Reconfigures a class 1 probe after using the sensors to record an old style satellite orbiting the planet::

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
All:You try having your ears fall off!!!

CMO_Shiar says:
OPS: when that thing possessed us we became telepaths

Host Cat says:
<Transporter Chief> All: Aren't you ready yet??

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CNS: I have the co-ordinates of the pilot and the shuttle, Sir.  We're ready to go

CNS_Luchena says:
::checks the orders to see who is on which away team, then breathes a sigh of relief::

CMO_Shiar says:
:: pulls hat over ears::

CNS_Luchena says:
OPS:  Great.  Let's get at it.  ::stands on the transporter pad::

CSO_Toms says:
::itches::

Host Cat says:
Action: the MO puts his ears in his pocket and they get ready to beam down.

CTO_Hull says:
*OPS*:  Mr. Pettigrove, I have recorded one of the planet's old style satellite's energy signature and output signals to a class 1 probe, it has been programmed to take up an west-east orbit, relaying intelligence information back to the ship, please launch when ready

FCO_Jokeg says:
::steps up on the transporter pad::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
*CTO*: Pettigrove to Lt Hull.  Are you going to join us for the AT mission?

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
All:Much Better!

Host XO_Rofax says:
::makes some general orders to the poor saps being left behind and ushers everyone to the TR after all the appropriate and necessary "Trek" things have been taken care of, including make-up::

Host Cat says:
Action: The two teams transport down.

Host Cat  (Transport1.wav)

FCO_Jokeg says:
#::looks around, looking at his tricorder::All: The shuttle is over in that direction.

Host XO_Rofax says:
# ::materializes on the surface, head is pounding for whatever reason::

EO_Lex says:
#::materializes beside the XO thinking he's quite striking::

CMO_Shiar says:
@:: is on the surface ::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::materializes::

Host Cat says:
Action: the poor MO's antennae fell off during transport. He puts them in his pocket as well.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@:looks at the CNS:: CNS: The pilot is in a military hospital in that direction ::points::  CNS: Unfortunately he is heavily guarded. This isn't going to be easy.

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
@::misses ears::

CMO_Shiar says:
@OPS/CNS: do we have a plan?

CNS_Luchena says:
@OPS/CMO:  Any suggestions on how to handle it?

CSO_Toms says:
#::standing on some bad taste planet, having accidentally stood on a bug::

FCO_Jokeg says:
#XO: The shuttle is off in that direction.

EO_Lex says:
#::wonders if the MO took the proper steps to avoid catching leprosy during those experiments last week::

CTO_Hull says:
#::Stands next to the XO::

Host Cat says:
Action: It is raining heavily and the wind is blowing very strongly.

CSO_Toms says:
#::is getting wet...::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@CNS/CMO:  Maybe we could convince the authorities that we have been sent to collect the pilot somehow ...

CNS_Luchena says:
@::wishes he had a hat::

CNS_Luchena says:
@OPS:  Family maybe?

Host XO_Rofax says:
# FCO: Then we should make for that way.  Find us the least conspicuous route please.

CMO_Shiar says:
@OPS: we have haven't we?

CNS_Luchena says:
@OPS:  Or official types?

FCO_Jokeg says:
#::takes point, being careful to avoid lifesigns::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::shakes her head:: CNS: No, we'd have to be military, I would think.  With orders to take the pilot.  Any ideas on where we could get those?

CMO_Shiar says:
@OPS/CNS: we could shoot our way in

Host Cat says:
Action: There is nothing but open ground around the XO's area.

FCO_Jokeg says:
#XO: Going to be hard to be sneaky in an open field sir.

EO_Lex says:
#::hears the XO and thinks we should never leave Navigation up to the men::

CNS_Luchena says:
@OPS/CMO:  Let's bluff our way in.  Do we know the name of this pilot at least.  ::heads off towards the building::

Host Cat says:
Action: The CNS's team has materialized near a small, very busy city. There are hundreds of pedestrians hurrying by.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@CMO: Not an option, Doctor. The Prime Directive would forbid it ...

CSO_Toms says:
#::follows the XO when he moves, but till then, stands round stomping feet and getting wet some more::

EO_Lex says:
::wonders how the CSO gets wet on a desert planet... doesn't ask::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@CNS: We need a hideout ... somewhere to take the pilot after we get him out.  Somewhere out of the way ... ::looks around::

CMO_Shiar says:
@OPS/CNS: we could send in Jordan to distract the guards while Mikal and I grab the pilot  :: smiles::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::tries to look nonchalant as he walks::  OPS:  See any dark alleys nearby?

CSO_Toms says:
#::looks at the EO, wonder why she hasn't noticed the RAIN!!!!!::

Host XO_Rofax says:
#  Self: But of course it's an open field.    FCO: 5,000 meters, eh?  Anything between here and there?

CMO_Shiar says:
@:: walking with the others::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::laughs at Shiar's statement but decides for the sake of safety not to respond to it::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@CMO/CNS: Funnily enough that could work ...

EO_Lex says:
#::looks at the CSO wondering how she was told this was a desert planet one minute and it rains the next::

EO_Lex says:
#::looks at the CSO apologetically as it is magically explained to her by the goddess::

CTO_Hull says:
#XO:  We should probably wait for dark Sir

CMO_Shiar says:
@OPS/CNS: my Romulan side at work

Host XO_Rofax says:
# ::wonders why the EO wore that in the rain.... no one will get anything accomplishes staring at her.... smile, yea.... smile::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::still walking purposely::  OPS:  Well... if you'd like to volunteer.  ::grins::

FCO_Jokeg says:
#XO: Checking sir...old ruins off to our right...

CSO_Toms says:
#::thinks the EO should just roll with it... some kinda GOD is a little confused::

Host XO_Rofax says:
# FCO: Lifesigns?

EO_Lex says:
#::continues to wonder why everyone keeps looking at her... shrugs then carries on::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@CNS: You two work on getting us somewhere to stash the pilot ... I'll work on the guards ...

Host Cat says:
Action: The EO feels something slimy crawling down her neck.

FCO_Jokeg says:
#XO: None detected so far...

EO_Lex says:
#::instinctively grabs for the slimy feeling::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@CMO: Doctor, please scan for the pilot's biosigns. We need his exact location.

Host XO_Rofax says:
# ALL: Very well... to the ruins and we wait for dark::

FCO_Jokeg says:
#XO: Wait, showing over 100 lifesigns...underground.

EO_Lex says:
#::nods at the XO and follows still reaching for... whatever::

Host Cat says:
Action: Whatever it was didn't like that...and wiggles down her blouse.

CMO_Shiar says:
@:: sneakily gets out tricorder and scans for the biosigns::

CNS_Luchena says:
@OPS/CMO:  We just need to get out of sight for a transport.

EO_Lex says:
#::lets out a piercing shriek::

CSO_Toms says:
::# shakes head at the EO playing with.... well,... herself::

FCO_Jokeg says:
#::looks back at Lex::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::looks over the grounds of the hospital as they approach it::

Host XO_Rofax says:
# FCO: Any openings on the surface?  ::turns to the EO::

Host Cat says:
Action: An old lady stops and stares at the away team.

FCO_Jokeg says:
#::scans for any openings::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::tries to ignore the little old lady::

CMO_Shiar says:
@:: keeps walking::

CTO_Hull says:
#::Takes up a defensive position at the opening of the ruins and watches intently::

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
@::Keeps muttering to self::

FCO_Jokeg says:
#XO: I don't see any on scans.

EO_Lex says:
#::continues to wiggle trying to get whatever it is out of the blouse::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::looks back::  MO:  Problem?

Host XO_Rofax says:
# EO: Dance night is on Wednesday... would you knock that off please?

CMO_Shiar says:
@OPS: how have you found being a telepath?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@CMO: Anything?  ::makes it look like they're having a romantic interlude::

EO_Lex says:
#::runs off behind part of the ruin::

FCO_Jokeg says:
#EO: Wait!

CNS_Luchena says:
@::keeps an eye on the old lady just in case::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@CMO:  Distracting ... all those voices in my head at once ...

Host Cat says:
Action: The EO dislodges the slug. It has left a trail of slime down her.

CMO_Shiar says:
@OPS: in a military prison, 1/2 click ahead. under heavy guard in isolation

CSO_Toms says:
#::shakes head at the EO running away::

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
@CNS:Nope.

CMO_Shiar says:
@OPS: we should do this more often

EO_Lex says:
#::comes back out buttoning her top back up and a slimy mess on the bottom of her shoe::

Host XO_Rofax says:
# ::finds a place to hide behind and listens for noise... that is noise beyond what the EO is making::

CMO_Shiar says:
@OPS: I know what you mean, I can barely stand it

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@CMO: The isolation bit is good.  Both you and Lingn are doctors ... that could be our way in..

Host Cat says:
Action: The "B" team hears the sound of an approaching vehicle.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::chuckles::  OPS/CMO/MO:  It would be really great if we could get a hold of some military uniforms.

FCO_Jokeg says:
#CSO: What do you make of those ruins?

EO_Lex says:
#::hearing the sound darts off to where the team went::

Host XO_Rofax says:
# ::spins and hides more discretely, readying his phaser::

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
@CNS: But we are not that lucky.

FCO_Jokeg says:
#::ducks behind something::

Host Cat says:
Action: The old lady sniffs and mutters something about body odor and stalks off.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::looks at the others:: MO/CNS/CMO: Ready?

CMO_Shiar says:
@OPS/CNS: we could go to a surplus store and get some military gear from there

CNS_Luchena says:
@OPS:  This is it?  ::looks at the building.

CSO_Toms says:
#FCO: Their, um.. well, they once appear to have been a building, made of.. ah, local rock, but I can’t say much more then that..

Host Cat says:
Action: A slow moving military vehicle appears in the distance....searchlights play across the land.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@CMO: If they have such a thing ...

CSO_Toms says:
#::hides with the rest of the team

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
@OPS:Yeah.

Host XO_Rofax says:
# Team B: We are going to be spotted.  We need to find deeper cover.... spread out.

EO_Lex says:
#::hopes the soldiers have had shoreleave recently::

Host Cat says:
Action: A guard eyes the Counselor and grips his weapon tighter.

EO_Lex says:
#::heads off to another section of the ruin::

CSO_Toms says:
#::doesn’t like this part of the game... looks for deeper cover::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@::walks towards the guards in her most seductive manner::

FCO_Jokeg says:
#::stays behind his large boulder, any movement now would be too risky::

CNS_Luchena says:
@CMO/OPS/MO:  Phasers charged but hidden.

Host XO_Rofax says:
# ::looks for anything resembling Risa, but a hole in a wall would do::

Host Cat says:
Action: A second vehicle follows the first and veers to the right.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::watches Jordan closely::

CMO_Shiar says:
@:: starts to follow Jordan:: CNS: forget the guards, I’m distracted

EO_Lex says:
::picks up some dark mud and rubs it through her blonde hair to keep it from being seen::

CNS_Luchena says:
@CMO:  Wait.  Give her a minute.

Host Cat says:
<Guard> OPS: Get lost, bimbo! ::growls under his breath.

CMO_Shiar says:
@:: carefully charges the hidden phaser::

MO_Ens_Lingn says:
@::shoots Guard with heavy stun::

EO_Lex says:
#::follows that up with more on her face and hands... what she's an engineer.  She's not afraid to get dirty::

Host XO_Rofax says:
# ::tries to spot where the second vehicle is headed::

FCO_Jokeg says:
#::thinks these people know they are here::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::looks at the MO in stunned surprise::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@Guard:  Aw fellas ... now is that any way to treat a lady.  ::smiles sweetly at them::

CTO_Hull says:
#::Readies his phaser rifle::

CSO_Toms says:
#::finds a place and hides::

Host Cat says:
Action: The MO somehow manages to hit himself and is immediately vaporized as he set the phaser wrong.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::hopes the guard didn't see that::

CMO_Shiar says:
@CNS: do you think it's working?

Host Cat says:
Action: Somehow, the guards didn't notice him at all.

CNS_Luchena says:
@CMO:  Let's move in.  ::walks casually toward the entrance::

CMO_Shiar says:
@:: follows::

Host Cat says:
Action: The vehicles stop and the soldiers begin to search the area for intruders.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::tries to carry himself as if he has every right to be there::

FCO_Jokeg says:
#::pulls out his knife::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@Guards:  You know I'm new around here ... I could use some help getting to know this place better ... ::gets closer to them::

CMO_Shiar says:
@:: feels a slight twinge in the head and tries to prepare mental guards::

Host XO_Rofax says:
# ::checks the stun setting and levels off his phaser, hiding as best as possible::

Host Cat says:
<Guard> OPS: One warning lady. Get lost.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::wonders why they didn't just beam into the facility in the first place as he nears the entrance::

CMO_Shiar says:
@CNS: I don't know

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@Guard: My my ... how rude ... ::turns to walk away in the opposite direction to where the others are::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::looks at Shiar in surprise::  CMO:  Keep it together Doctor.

FCO_Jokeg says:
#::gets a rough count, puts his knife away, and readies his phaser, heavy stun::

CSO_Toms says:
#::keeps cowering in the corner, wishing for his nice warm, SAFE, consol on the bridge right now::

Host XO_Rofax says:
# ~~~ ::pokes around looking for a distracted guard::~~~

CTO_Hull says:
#::Himself:: Remember the prime directive, remember the prime directive::

CNS_Luchena says:
@::walks purposefully up to the door and tries to open it::

CMO_Shiar says:
@CNS: don't worry, I can handle it for now.

CMO_Shiar says:
@:: closes on the guards::

Host Cat says:
Action: A beefy guard cuffs Mikal in the head.

CMO_Shiar says:
@:: walks up to a guard looking at him funny::  ALL: This man is sick! we need to get him to a hospital!

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@::wishes the others would take the guards out NOW::

FCO_Jokeg says:
#::thinks they are in costume, puts his phaser away::

Host Cat says:
Action: Mikal is thrown into Shiar and they are both knocked unconscious by the following blows.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@::tries to run for it::

Host Cat says:
Action: The guard spits on them and walks away.

CNS_Luchena says:
@::is unconscious::

Host XO_Rofax says:
# ::drops to the ground and tries to better his position::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@::turns, takes out her phaser and stuns the guards::

Host Cat says:
Action: The soldiers are very close to the "B" Team. So close they can smell them.

EO_Lex says:
#::hopes it's just the mud in her hair::

EO_Lex says:
#::put on deodorant only this morning::

Host Cat says:
Action: As the guards fall, alarms begin to go off in the building as a security lockdown goes into play.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@::grabs the CNS and drags him to cover.  Then goes back for the CMO::

CMO_Shiar says:
@:: is unconscious::

Host XO_Rofax says:
# ::lies very still covered in mud and grass, trying to blend in with the other stuff on the ground::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@::grabs Shiar and begins dragging him away too::

Host Cat says:
Action: Poor team "B" is getting crawled on by some really icky bugs.

CTO_Hull says:
#::Hiding behind a boulder, beginning to get irritated::

Host XO_Rofax says:
# ::thinks at least they have a food source now::

FCO_Jokeg says:
#feels the bugs crawling on him, keeps totally still::

EO_Lex says:
#::holds the top of her blouse close to her body this time::

Host Cat says:
Action: There is a solider almost directly on top of Hull......he stops and listens.......

CNS_Luchena says:
@::struggles to regain consciousness::

Host Cat says:
Action: Hull is lucky...it was just a gas attack.....the soldier moves along.......

OPS_Pettigrove says:
@::gets the CMO to cover::

Host Cat says:
Action: Hull's eyes are watering.

Host Cat says:
Action: Poor Jokeg feels something crawling up his leg..........

CMO_Shiar says:
@:: tries to wake up::

CSO_Toms says:
#::still cowering in his little corner... AT suck!!::

Host Cat says:
Action: That is not mud that Rofax is laying in......

FCO_Jokeg says:
#::tries to ignore the whatever that is crawling up his leg::

Host XO_Rofax says:
# ::listens for the sounds of all eight soldiers leaving before he even considers moving::

Host Cat says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<pause>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cat says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<pause>>>>>>>>>>>>


